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Running On Empty: Municipal Insolvency and Rejection of Collective Bargaining Agreements in Chapter 9 Bankruptcy

By Richard W. Trotter

Abstract: This article conducts an in-depth analysis of the facts and law surrounding the potential modification and rejection of collective bargaining agreements by municipal debtors in Chapter 9 bankruptcy. American municipal governments are in the midst of a widespread financial crisis. Many are facing enormous budget deficits in 2011 and beyond. As a result, the heretofore-unthinkable option of filing for bankruptcy protection pursuant to Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code is becoming increasingly viable. One of the most vital issues presented by this poorly understood chapter of the Bankruptcy Code is if and how would-be municipal debtors can modify and reject costly collective bargaining agreements with public employee labor unions. The article concludes that the current state of the law surrounding these issues creates an incentive for would-be debtors to resort to filing for Chapter 9 as a means of readjusting their otherwise unsustainable public labor obligations.

I. Introduction

The global economic meltdown of late 2008 has, among other things, shined a glaring light on the myriad of financial problems facing the local governments of America. While the banking sector, the automotive industry and state budget shortfalls have taken turns drawing the ire and attention of panic-stricken observers and policy makers, many municipal governments have been teetering on the brink of insolvency. The National League of Cities reports that municipal governments will ultimately have a total budget shortfall of between 56 and 83 billion dollars for fiscal years 2010, 2011 and 2012. As a result, everyone from local government officials to municipal bond holders are turning their attention to a rarely used and poorly understood area of federal law:
Chapter 9 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, which allows municipal governments to file for bankruptcy protection.\(^7\)

Rising unemployment, declining tax revenue and years of fiscal misfeasance (and in some cases malfeasance\(^8\)) by public officials have left many municipalities on the brink of insolvency.\(^9\) In many cases, labor costs (e.g. salary, benefit and pension obligations) associated with public sector employees are among the most costly items on local balance sheets.\(^10\) These expenses are imposed by collective bargaining agreements negotiated and agreed to by local governments and public sector employee unions. Many municipalities have tried to deal with their budget deficits by laying off public workers and cutting back on public services.\(^11\) As such measures fail to bridge the budget gap, the option of filing for Chapter 9 bankruptcy is becoming increasingly viable.\(^12\)

Historically, municipal bankruptcies are very rare.\(^13\) Only about 600 state subdivisions have filed for bankruptcy pursuant to Chapter 9 since its enactment in 1937.\(^14\) Fewer than 250 subdivisions have filed in the last thirty years.\(^15\) Due to the rarity of Chapter 9 cases, municipal bankruptcy case law is uniquely sparse, leaving a number of important questions unanswered. One key question for potential municipal debtors and creditors is if, how and when a municipal debtor can modify or reject a collective bargaining agreement with a public sector union. This issue is key given that once a collective bargaining agreement is rejected by a municipal debtor its terms are no


\(^{9}\) See Behunek, *supra* note 5.


\(^{15}\) *Id.*
longer enforceable, the union is left only with an unsecured claim against the debtor and such claims rarely recoup anything close to the actual value of the pre-petition interest. This vital question of when modification and/or rejection will be granted has been dealt with in a series of cases beginning with the Supreme Court’s decision in National Labor Relations Board v. Bildisco & Bildisco (“Bildisco”),\(^\text{16}\) followed by a 1995 Bankruptcy Court decision in In Re County of Orange (“Orange County”),\(^\text{17}\) and, most recently, by the Eastern District of California in the case of In Re City of Vallejo (“Vallejo”). These decisions and their interpretation of both state and federal law could have enormous implications for local governments and their employees across the nation.

This article will: (i) examine the depth and scope of the municipal debt crisis and assess the role of collective bargaining agreements in that crisis; (ii) provide a brief overview of Chapter 9’s history and most relevant provisions vis-à-vis the rejection of collective bargaining agreements; (iii) explain and analyze the Bildisco, Orange County, Vallejo line of cases; and (iv) summarize the potential impact of these decisions at the federal, state and local level.

**II. Municipal Bankruptcy – The Coming Storm**

**A. The Financial Landscape**

One of the most damaging aspects of the current economic recession has been the rise in unemployment and the corresponding decline in sales and income tax revenue for both states and local governments.\(^\text{19}\) The housing market crisis has led to a similar decline in property tax revenue.\(^\text{20}\) Yet while revenue has declined, municipal expenses have either remained stagnant or increased. In 2009 alone, the average American municipality spent three percent more than the total sum of its general expense fund.\(^\text{21}\)

Local governments are unlikely to balance their budgets with spending cuts alone.\(^\text{22}\) Harrisburg, Pennsylvania City Controller Dan Miller was recently asked how the City was planning on balancing its budget, and his response captures the sentiment of numerous local officials across the country: “There is no good option.”\(^\text{23}\) Public sector workers are currently taking the brunt of their employers’ attempts to balance their budgets, and the prospects of a reversal in that trend are bleak.\(^\text{24}\)

---


\(^{17}\) In Re Cty. of Orange, 179 B.R. 177 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1995).

\(^{18}\) In Re City of Vallejo, 432 B.R. 262 (E.D. Cal. 2010).

\(^{19}\) See Hoene, supra note 6.

\(^{20}\) See id.

\(^{21}\) See id.

\(^{22}\) See id.; see also Behunek, supra note 5; Nicole Bullock, US Cities Forced to Consider Bankruptcy, The Financial Times, April 28, 2010, http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/e29d90ec-52f6-11df-813e-001444eb49a.html#axzz1EbaU0cfB.

\(^{23}\) Bullock, supra note 22.

The most common response to budget shortfalls by municipal governments have been workforce reductions such as laying off staff, furloughs and hiring freezes.\(^{25}\) One in seven cities have already made cuts to public safety services such as police, fire and emergency, and that number is sure to rise given the current economic outlook and dwindling chances of a local government bailout by the states or the federal government.\(^{26}\) To make matters worse, the federal aid given to the states as part of President Obama’s American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009\(^{27}\) is slowing to a trickle in 2011 and will expire completely in 2012.\(^{28}\) Even if the economy should improve dramatically, there is a historical lag between overall economic improvement and increased revenue for local governments.\(^{29}\)

All of these factors combine to paint a fairly bleak and increasingly volatile picture of the state of local governments. With Chapter 9 bankruptcy becoming an increasingly viable (and in some cases even attractive) option, local governments and their creditors are trying to determine what municipal bankruptcy means for both sides. In many cases, collective bargaining agreements will draw the most focus from debtor and creditor alike.

B. The Role of Collective Bargaining Agreements

Labor costs like salaries, benefits packages and pension obligations can consume upwards of seventy percent of municipal budgets.\(^{30}\) A modest and steady rise in such costs can prove disastrous when combined with a sharp decline in revenue and can push a local government into bankruptcy in some cases.\(^{31}\) Moreover, many of these labor costs are often statutorily defined and, in some cases, protected by state constitutions.\(^{32}\) As a result, public employee labor obligations are exceedingly difficult to adjust under state law.\(^{33}\) And while local governments and employee unions often have a mutual incentive to work together towards a financially viable plan of compensation,\(^{34}\) concessions on either side are often very difficult to come by given that negotiations are driven not only by fiscal, but political considerations as well.\(^{35}\)

For better or worse, the fact remains that many local government officials are either dependent upon union support for re-election or seek to avoid union opposition.\(^{36}\) In addition, officials must consider the ramifications of either hiring or firing employees

\(^{25}\) Hoene, supra note 6.
\(^{28}\) See McNichol, et. al., supra note 4.
\(^{29}\) Hoene, supra note 6.
\(^{31}\) See id.
\(^{34}\) See Kapoor at 406, supra note 30.
\(^{35}\) See Summers at 266, supra note 33.

All of these incentives, interests and considerations are hammered out through the process of collective bargaining: \textquote{Negotiations between an employer and the representatives of organized employees to determine the conditions of employment, such as wages, hours, discipline and fringe benefits.}\footnote{See 48 Am. Jur. 2d Labor and Labor Relations § 818 (2010).} An individual (typically the union leader) is selected by the employees to conduct the negotiations with the employer and may be the exclusive or sole bargaining representative.\footnote{See id. at § 1320.} Once created, the agreement may be enforced by the union as a whole or by any individual employee, even if no other member of the union wishes or intends to do likewise.\footnote{See id.} Any individual employee’s invocation of rights pursuant to the agreement in question is presumed to be \textquote{concerted activity} on behalf of the union as a whole.\footnote{See id.}

Government officials and public sector employees negotiate for salary increases, pension and health care benefits and new hires.\footnote{See id. at § 818.} The agreements they reach can vary in length and detail, but the common characteristic is their insulation from the overall economic climate.\footnote{See id. at § 1320.} As an economy improves, the terms of the collective bargaining agreements remain unchanged.\footnote{See id.} The same is true when the economy deteriorates, unless the collective bargaining agreement is renegotiated.\footnote{See id.}

The collective bargaining agreements between municipalities and public sector workers are not sustainable under the current fiscal framework.\footnote{See id.} The nation’s largest...
municipal pension plans are underfunded by $574 billion, or $14,000 per household in each respective town or city. Public employee health care benefits face a similar problem. As Robert Rauh, business professor at Northwestern University and the author of the leading study on the municipal pension shortfall put it: “The ability of local governments, particularly cities, to provide levels of service they do now is threatened by this liability.” The difficulties facing Hamstranck, Michigan and Framingham Massachusetts illustrate the scope of the problem and may provide a glimpse into the bleak futures of other municipalities.

The government of Hamstranck has responded to its fiscal crisis, like many other municipalities, by laying off public sector employees and attempting to renegotiate the salaries and benefits of those that remain. The city faces an $18 million deficit for fiscal year 2011 and spends 60 percent of its total general operating budget to pay for the salaries of police and firefighters. An entry-level police officer costs the city roughly $75,000 per year in salary and benefits and repeated efforts to renegotiate contracts have yielded no results.

While City officials seek concessions in compensation and health care costs, employees question the validity of the City’s budget numbers. As the City Manager put it in rather appropriate terms for a City whose economy waxes and wanes with the fortunes of the automotive industry: “They [public employees] have the Cadillac [health care] plan and we’d kind of like the Chevy.” In defending his members’ current compensation and benefits packages, the incoming president of the Hamstranck Police Union managed to distill the sentiment of many public workers: “Nobody likes the police until you need them.” The City’s population has shrunk from 50,000 to less than half and the City government is pleading with the State to allow it to declare bankruptcy, so that it might be able to start over with its labor contracts.

The City of Framingham, Massachusetts faces a similar array of problems. Health care costs for public workers have jumped more than $20 million in the past 10 years alone. Under the current labor agreement, the City is responsible for 87% of premiums for over 3,700 employees and retirees. In all, it spends $16,400 for each


Fletcher, supra note 48.


Fletcher, supra note 48.

See Davey, supra note 14.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

See Section III(B)(ii) infra for further discussion of the state authorization issue.

See Davey, supra note 14.


Id.
employee with a family health care package and $6,275 for each individual, while the
employee pays $2,400 and $925 respectively.\textsuperscript{62} On average, fourteen percent of every
town budget in Massachusetts is spent on health care costs for public sector employees.\textsuperscript{63}
Attempts by Framingham officials to renegotiate its health care obligations have been
stymied by a state law that gives public sector unions veto power over any such
proposals.\textsuperscript{64}

The problems facing Hamstranck and Framingham are highly representative of
those facing hundreds of other municipalities across the country. To put it simply, towns
and cities cannot afford to operate under the current revenue structure. While some argue
for higher taxes and others argue for reducing the pay and benefits of public employees,
the numbers do not lie. Local governments are being forced to confront this reality and
Chapter 9 could ultimately provide a viable solution to budget gaps nationwide.

III. An Overview of Chapter 9

A. The Purpose of Chapter 9

Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code is designed to provide floundering
municipalities with bankruptcy protection and consists of a “patchwork of federal laws
that borrows concepts and particular sections from other chapters of the Bankruptcy
Code…to allow a municipality to deal with its problems outside the confines of
applicable state law.”\textsuperscript{65} Chapter 9 is designed to provide a means of adjusting the
debtor’s obligations, but without altering its structure.\textsuperscript{66} Whereas a private debtor will
almost always emerge from bankruptcy with a radically altered organizational structure,
the municipal debtor will emerge with new debt obligations and the same form.\textsuperscript{67} This
distinction is a product of the federalism concerns implicated by allowing a federal court
to play a role in the financial affairs of a state subdivision. Such concerns lurk just
beneath the surface throughout Chapter 9 and must be kept in mind while interpreting its
provisions.

B. The History of Chapter 9

Congress, in the midst of the Great Depression, made its first attempt to provide a
forum for municipal bankruptcies in 1933 with the Municipal Bankruptcy Act.\textsuperscript{68} Up until
that time, a federal provision for municipal bankruptcy was thought to be clearly
unconstitutional. This was confirmed when, in 1936, the Supreme Court struck down the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{65} Jones Day, LLP, An Overview of Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code: Municipal Debt Adjustments, Aug.
  2010, \url{http://www.jonesday.com/an-overview-of-chapter-9-of-the-bankruptcy-code-municipal-debt-
  adjustments-08-15-2010/}.
  \item \textsuperscript{66} See Michael W. McConnell & Randal C. Picker, When Cities Go Broke: A Conceptual Introduction to
  \item \textsuperscript{67} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{68} The Municipal Bankruptcy Act, Pub. L. No. 251, 48 Stat. 798 (1934).
\end{itemize}
original Municipal Bankruptcy Act, finding it unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{69} However, Congress made a second attempt to produce a municipal bankruptcy law that would withstand constitutional scrutiny and it succeeded with an amended version of the Municipal Bankruptcy Act, the legislative predecessor to modern day Chapter 9.\textsuperscript{70} In the 1938 case of \textit{U.S. v. Bekins} (\textit{“Bekins”}), the Supreme Court found the second incarnation of the Municipal Bankruptcy Act constitutional.\textsuperscript{71} In distinguishing the previously unconstitutional version, the Court emphasized the extreme importance of making any municipal bankruptcy filing contingent on state authorization.\textsuperscript{72} The states’ right to determine when and if its subdivisions should be able to file for bankruptcy in federal court was the “essence of sovereignty” reserved to the states by the Tenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{73} The 1937 Act was originally set to expire in 1940, but was extended several times thereafter.\textsuperscript{74} The first major alterations of the Act were made in 1976 and set the foundation for modern-day Chapter 9.

C. Eligibility to File

\textit{i. Qualifying as a “Municipality”}

Chapter 9 is limited to debtors that qualify as a “municipality.”\textsuperscript{75} “Municipality” is defined by the Bankruptcy Code as “a political subdivision or public agency or public instrumentality of a State.”\textsuperscript{76} The definition was intended to be construed broadly and clearly includes such entities as towns, villages, counties and cities. Also included are less obvious cases like school districts,\textsuperscript{77} hospitals\textsuperscript{78} and irrigation districts.\textsuperscript{79} As a recent example of the elasticity of the term “municipality”, the publicly owned New York City Off-Track Betting Corp. (\textit{“OTB”}) filed for Chapter 9 protection in December of 2009 after being unable to meet its statutorily required payments to state and local governments as well as the horse racing industry.\textsuperscript{80}

However, issues over what qualifies as a “municipality” can arise, despite the broadly worded definition. For example, in the case of \textit{In Re Las Vegas Monorail, Co.}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{69} See \textit{Ashton v. Cameron Cty. Water Improvement Dist. No. One}, 298 U.S. 513 (1936) (holding that the federal courts have no jurisdiction over any bankruptcy action involving a political subdivision of a state).
\item \textsuperscript{70} The Municipal Bankruptcy Act, Pub. L. No. 302, 50 Stat. 652 (1937).
\item \textsuperscript{71} \textit{U.S. v. Bekins}, 304 U.S. 27 (1938) (holding that the Municipal Bankruptcy Act was constitutional in light of the state authorization provisions).
\item \textsuperscript{72} See id. at 52.
\item \textsuperscript{73} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{74} McConnel & Picker at 428, supra note 66.
\item \textsuperscript{75} 11 U.S.C. § 109(c).
\item \textsuperscript{76} Id. at § 101(40).
\item \textsuperscript{79} In fact, the debtor that commenced the municipal bankruptcy that ultimately culminated in the Supreme Court decision in \textit{Bekins} was an irrigation district. See \textit{Bekins}, 304 U.S. at 325, supra note 71.
\end{itemize}
United States Bankruptcy Judge Bruce A. Markell held that a debtor created as a private, non-profit corporation to create a monorail in Las Vegas and funded by state issued bonds was not a “municipality” within the meaning of section 101(40) and thus ineligible for Chapter 9. In so holding, Judge Markell distilled the qualities of a “municipality” under Chapter 9 and set out the factors to be weighed in determining whether a would-be debtor qualifies as one: (a) does the debtor have “any of the powers typically associated with sovereignty such as eminent domain, the taxing power or sovereign immunity”; (b) if not, does it have a “public purpose” and, if so, what level of control does the state exercise in pursuing that purpose; (c) finally, in deference to the state, how does it designate and treat the debtor? Judge Markell ultimately determined that while the State of Nevada had a significant amount of control over the debtor, the State was insulated from any losses as a result of debtor’s business because the bonds sold to finance its creation were non-recourse and because the debtor lacked any of the powers traditionally associated with government. Judge Markell conducted a totality of the circumstances-type analysis of the three elements, with no one factor necessary or sufficient.

**ii. State Authorization**

Any debtor that wishes to file for Chapter 9 protection must also have specific authorization from the state. State authorization may be unconditional, restricted or non-existent. In some cases, Chapter 9 filing by a municipality is outright prohibited. Some states that do not authorize a Chapter 9 filing are considering legislation that would allow their municipalities to do so. Recall that this state authorization provision of the Municipal Bankruptcy Act was the dispositive factor for the Supreme Court’s holding that a federal forum for municipal bankruptcy did not violate state sovereignty and was thereby constitutional.

---

82 Id. at 788-789.
83 Id. at 795.
87 Alaska and Alabama are among the states that do not authorize Chapter 9 filings by their subdivisions.
88 See O.C.G.A. 36-80-5 (2011); see also Iowa Code 76.16 (2011).
90 See Bekins, 304 U.S. 27, supra note 71.
However, the issue of state authorization is not always clear cut. Chapter 9 was amended in 1994.91 One of the amendments altered the state authorization requirement from “general” to “specific”.92 This shift in language was designed to prevent would-be Chapter 9 debtors from siphoning off Chapter 9 authorization from a one-size-fits-all grant of authority (e.g. “to do all acts necessary proper or convenient”).93 As a result, an air of doubt was cast over any state authorization passed or issued prior to 1994. At present, only 16 states have specific authorization statutes.94 As municipal bankruptcies become more common, the issue of which type of state authorization satisfies section 109(c)(2) will become more prominent.

The issue arose recently in the aforementioned OTB bankruptcy case.95 Following OTB’s Chapter 9 petition, three OTB creditors objected to the filing, arguing that there was no specific authorization for municipal bankruptcy under New York law and that an executive order signed by then Governor David Patterson was insufficient.96 Judge Martin Glenn of the Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York held that the order was sufficient as it “[followed] Congress’ instructions precisely” and was valid under New York state law, thereby satisfying the requirements of section 109(c)(2).97 Again, this particular issue will become increasingly relevant as more state entities consider filing for Chapter 9 protection.

iii. Insolvency

A municipal debtor must also be insolvent.98 This is not a purely mathematical determination.99 The 1994 Amendments refined the definition of insolvency. A municipality is considered insolvent when it is: (i) generally not paying its debts as they become due unless such debts are the subject of a bona fide dispute; or (ii) unable to pay its debts as they become due.100 Because the assets of a municipal debtor are not easy to valuate, the “balance sheet test” for determining solvency is not usually applied to municipal debtors.101 Rather, courts will apply a cash-flow analysis to determine whether it is feasible for a municipal debtor to meet its obligations with its current sources of revenue.102 A municipal debtor is generally not required to increase taxes or take other

92 See 6 Coller on Bankruptcy p. 900.02 (2010).
93 See In Re Slocum Lake Drainage Dist. of Lake County, 336 B.R. 387, 390 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2006) (stating that general grant of authority will not satisfy § 109(c)); see also In Re Timberon Water and Sanitation Dist., 2008 LEXIS 3345, *2 (Bankr. D.N.M. 2008) (stating that the authorization language must be “exact, plain, and direct with well defined limits....”).
94 Supra, note 85.
95 See In Re New York City Off-Track Betting Corp., 427 B.R. 256, supra note 80.
96 See id.
97 See id. at 267-269.
101 See Jones Day, LLP, supra note 65.
measures to avoid insolvency. This is consistent with the overall minimization of federal interference with issues of municipal governance that is so critical to Chapter 9’s constitutional viability.

iv. Desire a Plan to Adjust Debts

A municipal debtor must “desire a plan to adjust its debts.” Simply stated, a municipal debtor must file for Chapter 9 in good faith. For example, a municipal debtor may not file for Chapter 9 as a means of evading its current financial obligations or to buy itself more time. However, a municipal debtor need not have a preliminary plan in place at the time of filing in order to satisfy this requirement.

v. The Conditions of Section 109(c)(5)

Finally, the debtor must satisfy one of the following four conditions: (a) it has obtained the consent of at least a majority in amount of impaired claimholders under the proposed plan; (b) it has negotiated in good faith but has failed to reach any agreement with a majority of the impaired claimholders under the proposed plan; (c) negotiation with such claimholders is impractical; or (d) it has a reasonable belief that a creditor may attempt to obtain preference. A debtor need only establish one of the preceding elements to satisfy this requirement.

vi. Summarizing Eligibility

A debtor is eligible to file for Chapter 9 protection if: (i) it qualifies as a “municipality”; (ii) it has specific state authorization; (iii) it is insolvent; (iv) it desires a plan to adjust its debts; and (v) it satisfies one of the four conditions imposed by Section 109(c)(5). After filing, the debtor will enter Chapter 9 reorganization and encounter a myriad of issues beyond the scope of this article. It is, however, worth mentioning that just because a debtor is eligible and chooses to file for Chapter 9 bankruptcy, that does not mean it is guaranteed to reach a plan to adjust its debts.

A Chapter 9 petition may be dismissed if the court learns that the debtor has not filed in good faith and/or cannot reach a confirmable plan of reorganization. Liquidation of a municipal debtor’s assets is not permitted under Chapter 9. Dismissal is truly a worst case scenario and it is in the interest of all parties to avoid such an outcome at all costs. However, it does occur. For almost any municipal debtor to avoid dismissal and reach a confirmable plan of reorganization, there must be a renegotiation of collective bargaining agreements with public sector employees. The modification and/or

---

103 See id.
105 See Jones Day, LLP, supra note 65.
106 See id.
108 Id. at § 921(c).
rejection of such agreements is a key component to this renegotiation and the subject of the *Bildisco, Orange County, Vallejo* line of decisions.

D. The Mechanics of Rejection in Chapter 9

In addition to the provisions that make up Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code, Section 901 incorporates a variety of sections from other chapters and renders them applicable in municipal bankruptcy proceedings. One of the sections incorporated into Chapter 9 by Section 901 is Section 365. Subsection (a) of Section 365 allows the debtor to “assume or reject any executory contract or unexpired lease of the debtor.” It is Section 365 that empowers a municipal debtor to reject collective bargaining agreements in bankruptcy under certain circumstances. Section 365 was also the source of rejection power for Chapter 11 debtors until 1994 when Congress created section 1113, which overruled the Supreme Court’s decision in *Bildisco* and became the exclusive vehicle for rejection of collective bargaining agreements by Chapter 11 debtors. However, Section 901(a) was never amended to incorporate Section 1113 into Chapter 9.

In effect, the passage of Section 1113, combined with the failure to amend Section 901(a) created a legislative no man’s land with respect to the rejection of collective bargaining agreements by municipal debtors. As a result, the courts have been forced to step into the breach and fill this gap. How they chose to do so in *Vallejo* and its predecessor, *Orange County*, is the subject of Sections IV(B) and (C) of this article. The judicial construction of the aforementioned sections of the Bankruptcy Code and the manner in which they are interpreted will ultimately determine the fate of both municipal debtors and the public workers they employ. It is in light of this reality that the implications of the decisions in *Bildisco, County of Orange* and *Vallejo* and their impact on a potentially growing number of municipal debtors must be understood.

IV. The *Bildisco, Orange County, Vallejo* Line of Cases

A. National Labor Relations Board v. Bildisco & Bildisco

i. The Facts and Procedural History

In *Bildisco* a New Jersey building supply company filed a voluntary petition for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy. At the time of the filing, roughly 40 to 45 percent of Bildisco’s labor force was represented by private sector unions and employed under the

---

111 Id. at § 365.
112 Id.
113 Id. at § 1113.
114 *Infra*, Section IV(B)(iii).
115 In Re Cty. of Orange, 179 B.R. 177, *supra* note 17.
terms of a three-year collective bargaining agreement. The agreement provided that it was to be binding upon both parties even in the event of bankruptcy.

In January of 1980, Bildisco began defaulting on some of its obligations under the collective bargaining agreement and in May of that same year it refused to increase employee wages, as required by the agreement. Bildisco filed for Chapter 11 protection in April of 1980 and eight months later requested permission from the Bankruptcy Court to reject the collective bargaining agreement pursuant to Section 365(a) of the Bankruptcy Code.

Prior to the Bankruptcy Court ruling on the issue of rejection, the union brought a claim pursuant to the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”), alleging that Bildisco had unlawfully and unilaterally altered the terms of the collective bargaining agreement. The National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) found in the union’s favor and held that Bildisco had violated the NLRA by unilaterally altering the terms of the agreement.

At the rejection hearing, Bildisco presented the testimony of just one witness, one of its partners, to support its motion for rejection. The partner stated that rejection of the collective bargaining agreement would save Bildisco $100,000 in 1981. The union presented no evidence and no witnesses to rebut Bildisco’s assertion and the Bankruptcy Court granted Bildisco’s motion while allowing the union 30 days in which to file a claim for damages. The District Court upheld the Bankruptcy Court order.

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals consolidated the union’s claim and Bildisco’s petition for enforcement of the Bankruptcy Court order, refused to enforce the order of the NLRB and remanded the case to the Bankruptcy Court. The Third Circuit reasoned that the debtor in bankruptcy was a “new entity” and thus no longer bound by the collective bargaining agreement. The Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve the split between the Third Circuit’s Decision in Bildisco and the Second Circuit opinion in Airline and Steamship Clerks v. REA Express, Inc. (“REA Express”). The two issues on appeal were: (i) if and by what standard can a Bankruptcy Court grant rejection of a collective bargaining agreement by a Chapter 11 debtor; (ii) can a debtor be found guilty of unfair labor practices for either unilaterally modifying an agreement prior to rejection or by rejecting the agreement outright.

---

117 Id. at 517-518.
118 Id. at 518.
119 Id.
120 Id.
122 See Bildisco, 465 U.S. at 518, supra note 16.
123 The NLRB held that Bildisco had violated sections 158(a)(5) and 158(a)(1) of the NLRA.
124 See Bildisco, 465 U.S. at 519, supra note 16.
125 Id.
126 Id.
127 Id.
128 Id.
129 Id. at 522.
130 See id.
132 See Bildisco, 465 U.S. at 519, supra note 16.


ii. The Opinion

In first addressing the issue of if and when rejection would be permitted, the Court acknowledged that Section 365(a), by its terms, allowed for the rejection of “any executory contract” with the exception of those specifically exempted.133 “Executory contract” is not defined by the Bankruptcy Code, however the Court relied upon the definition provided by the legislative history to Section 365. “The legislative history of § 365(a) indicates Congress intended the term to mean a contract ‘on which performance remains due to some extent on both sides.’”134 The Court went on to hold that a collective bargaining agreement fell within the ambit of this definition, despite its differences from an ordinary contract, because it imposed reciprocal obligations on both parties.135

In rejecting the union’s argument that collective bargaining agreements were exempted from the scope of Section 365(a) by the NLRA, the Court put forth two separate but related rationales: First, Section 365(a) contains no limitation of the debtor’s power of rejection with respect to collective bargaining agreements;136 Second, Section 1167 of the Bankruptcy Code exempted collective bargaining agreements governed by the Railway Labor Act (“RLA”)137 from rejection by a debtor and thus Congress contemplated exempting certain agreements from rejection and chose only to exempt those governed by the RLA.138 Justice Rhenquist put it bluntly: “Obviously, Congress knew how to draft an exclusion for collective bargaining agreements when it wanted to; its failure to do so in this instance indicates that Congress intended that § 365 apply to all collective bargaining agreements covered by the NLRA.”139 On this point, the Court was unanimous, holding that, in the absence of an exception in either the text of Section 365(a) or another section of the Bankruptcy Code, collective bargaining agreements were subject to rejection.

With this threshold issue settled, the Court turned to articulating a substantive standard to govern the circumstances in which rejection should be allowed. In doing so, the Court backtracked a bit on its primary rationale for branding collective bargaining agreements as executory contracts by distinguishing them from other types of executory contracts. Rejection of such contracts was traditionally restricted by only the business judgment standard,140 which is to say rejection was not truly restricted in any significant way.141 Despite the absence of any indication in the text of Section 365 that collective bargaining agreements were to be judged by a different standard than all other executory agreements.
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contracts, the Court, in relying on the unanimity of Circuit Courts of Appeal on this issue, held that a higher standard was required.142 “Because of the special nature of a collective bargaining contract, and the consequent ‘law of shop’ which it creates [internal citations omitted], a somewhat stricter standard should govern the decision of the Bankruptcy Court to allow rejection of a collective bargaining agreement.” 143

The Court rejected the union’s proposed standard that required denial of a motion for rejection unless rejection was necessary to an effective reorganization.144 The union drew its standard from the Second Circuit opinion in REA Express,145 which was decided prior to the Congressional amendments to the Bankruptcy Code in 1978 and pursuant to then Section 82 of the Bankruptcy Act, a municipal bankruptcy provision.146 The union argued that Congress, in passing Section 365(a) three years later, intended to codify the rigid rejection standard from REA Express.147 The Court ultimately rejected this argument and the standard it sought to impose.148 The Court reasoned that a different standard was created by the Second Circuit in the case of Shopmen's Local Union No. 455 v. Kevin Steel Products, Inc.,149 and thus Congress could not be presumed to have selected one over the other without some affirmative indication.150

Having cleared the interpretive underbrush, the Court went about fashioning its own rejection standard under Section 365(a). In rejecting the REA Express standard, the Court reasoned that the high bar for rejection it created was inconsistent with the policies of flexibility and equity built into Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.151 And while it acknowledged the “important interests of employee unions in the enforcement of collective bargaining agreements, the Court ultimately sought to strike a balance between such interests and those of debtor. “We agree with the Court of Appeals below, and with the Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit in a related case, In Re Brada Miller Freight System, Inc.,152 that the Bankruptcy Court should permit rejection of collective bargaining agreements under § 365(a) of the Bankruptcy Code if the debtor can show that the collective bargaining agreement burdens the estate, and that after careful scrutiny, the equities balance in favor of rejecting the labor contract.” 153 Also, “the Bankruptcy Court should be persuaded that reasonable efforts to negotiate a voluntary modification have been made and are not likely to produce a prompt and satisfactory solution.”154 However,
under *Bildisco*, the Bankruptcy Court should allow for extensive negotiations between the parties, consistent with the NLRA’s goal of encouraging collective bargaining.\textsuperscript{155} The Bankruptcy Court should not involve itself in the negotiations until intervention is necessary to facilitating the reorganization process.\textsuperscript{156} The Bankruptcy Court must also consider the burdens imposed on each party by either allowance or denial of rejection, the consequences of liquidation and the reduced value of creditor claims.\textsuperscript{157}

In addressing the issue of whether an unfair labor practice claim premised on the modification and/or rejection of a collective bargaining agreement could be maintained, the Court held that it could not and rejected the Third Circuit’s “new entity” rationale for not enforcing the NLRB order.\textsuperscript{158} Instead, the Court held that the debtor in bankruptcy was still the same entity as the one that entered into the collective bargaining agreement, but was empowered by the Bankruptcy Code to escape its obligations under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{159} The Court held that the fundamental purpose of reorganization was to avoid liquidation and that an infusion of capital was sometimes required in order to reorganize successfully.\textsuperscript{160} “Recapitalization,” the Court wrote, “could be jeopardized if the [debtor] were saddled with …prior collective bargaining agreement[s]. Thus, the authority to reject…is vital to the basic purpose of a Chapter 11 reorganization.”\textsuperscript{161}

Moreover, the Court held that, once rejected, a collective bargaining agreement was “no longer immediately enforceable, and may never be enforceable again.”\textsuperscript{162} As a result, the union in *Bildisco* no longer had a viable claim pursuant to the NLRB because the collective bargaining agreement was no longer enforceable, hence the debtor could not be found liable for failing to satisfy the obligations it imposed.\textsuperscript{163} To make matters worse from the union’s perspective, the Court not only rendered any NLRA claim against a debtor for rejection null and void, but did the same for any claim based on unilateral modification prior to court ordered rejection.\textsuperscript{164} In short, the Court reasoned that allowing a labor claim against a debtor for rejection or unilateral modification of the agreement prior to rejection negated the debtor’s rights under Section 365(a). The Court went on to state that upon rejection, any claims for breach of the collective bargaining agreement must be brought in bankruptcy and treated as unsecured.\textsuperscript{165}

\textit{iii. Summarizing National Labor Relations Board v. Bildisco & Bildisco}

To summarize, the Court in *Bildisco* rendered a debtor-friendly decision that compromised the integrity of all collective bargaining agreements between private labor unions and Chapter 11 debtors. The *Bildisco* decision allows for unilateral modification of a collective bargaining agreement by a debtor and subsequent rejection if the debtor
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can show that: (1) the collective bargaining agreement burdens the estate, (2) the balance of equities favor rejection; and (3) the debtor negotiated reasonably with the union prior to rejection. In conducting its analysis, Bankruptcy Courts should consider the burdens imposed on both parties. Furthermore, the union cannot maintain an unfair labor practice claim against the debtor for either modification or rejection because the collective bargaining agreement is no longer enforceable. Thus, a debtor could modify a collective bargaining agreement prior to rejection, subsequently reject the modified agreement and a union could not maintain an unfair labor claim for either action. While the union argued allowing unilateral modification prior to rejection was in direct violation of the NLRA, the Court held that the modification was not unilateral, but rather by operation of law. Unfortunately for the union in Bildisco, this may have ultimately turned out to be a distinction without much of a difference.

Justice Brennan, joined by Justices White, Marshall and Blackmun, concurred in the Court’s holding with respect to the right of a debtor to reject collective bargaining agreements and the standard by which to do so. However, they dissented on the NLRA issue, arguing that the union should be able to maintain an NLRA claim for unfair labor practices for unilateral modification prior to court authorized rejection. In writing for the dissenters, Justice Brennan emphasized the important policy concerns embodied by the NLRA and sought to strike what he believed to be a more appropriate balance between similarly compelling, but facially incompatible interests of Section 365 and the NLRA.

The difficulty in striking such a balance is a product of the compelling but conflicting interests of a bankruptcy debtor and the labor rights of its employees. In Bildisco, the majority came down on the side of the debtor. But its decision was not taken lightly and it was not long before Congress was moving to alter the legislative scheme in order to better preserve the aforementioned interests of labor in bankruptcy.

iv. The Fallout from National Labor Relations Board v. Bildisco & Bildisco

The Bildisco decision provoked the ire of organized labor, which lobbied Congress to overturn the Court’s decision. In 1994 Congress enacted Section 1113, which overturned Bildisco’s standard for rejection, expressly prohibited unilateral modification unless certain procedures were met and instituted more rigorous standards for rejection.

Under Section 1113(b), a debtor must “make a proposal to the authorized representative of employees covered by [the collective bargaining agreement], based on the most complete and reliable information available” and provide the representative with
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the proposed modifications necessary to the reorganization.”¹⁷⁵ The debtor must then also provide the representative with the necessary information to evaluate the proposal and meet with the representative to reach mutually satisfactory modifications.¹⁷⁶ Such procedural requirements stand in stark contrast to the Bildisco decision which allowed for unilateral modification by the debtor without subjecting it to any such procedural requirements.¹⁷⁷

With respect to actual rejection of the collective bargaining agreement, Section 1113 altered the substantive standard by which rejection may be granted. Under Section 1113(c), a court may only grant a debtor’s motion for rejection of a collective bargaining agreement if: (1) the trustee makes a proposal to the authorized representative in accordance with subsection (b)(1), which requires that rejection be necessary for effective reorganization; (2) the authorized representative refuses to accept such proposals without good cause; and (3) the balance of equities clearly favor rejection.¹⁷⁸ This too, marks a sharp change from Bildisco: (i) Under Bildisco, the debtor need only show that the collective bargaining agreement burden the estate, whereas under Section 1113, the debtor must show that rejection is necessary to reorganization; (ii) Under Bildisco the equities need only favor rejection while under Section 1113 the equities must clearly favor rejection; (iii) Finally, instead of having only to make reasonable efforts to negotiate with the union under Bildisco, Section 1113 requires a debtor to satisfy the more rigorous requirements of subsection (b)(1).

Given the difference in burden imposed by Bildisco and Section 1113 in the area of modification and rejection, the interplay between Bildisco, Section 365(a), Section 1113 and Section 901(a) is of the utmost importance. On its face, the Bildisco standard is a far more lenient one for the debtor and far more hospitable to both modification and rejection. This much is clear from the outcome in Bildisco itself, where the debtor was able to modify and then reject an agreement merely by presenting the testimony of one of its partners and no other evidence supporting its motion for rejection.¹⁷⁹ Thus, how a court interprets and applies this area of bankruptcy law has a direct and tangible effect on the fate of both debtor and creditor alike. It dictates not only the outcome in bankruptcy, but the incentives to file and the probability of municipal debtors pursuing bankruptcy as a viable solution to their fiscal woes.

B. In Re County of Orange

i. The Facts and Procedural History

The 1994 bankruptcy filing by Orange County, California was the largest municipal bankruptcy in United States history and remains so to this day.¹⁸⁰ The County filed for Chapter 9 protection on December 6, 1994 after a complex series of investments

¹⁷⁵ See id. at § 1113(b)(1)(A).
¹⁷⁶ See id. at § 1113(b)(1)-(2).
¹⁷⁷ See Bildisco, 465 U.S. at 534, supra note 16.
¹⁷⁹ See Bildisco, 465 U.S. at 518, supra note 16.
led by former County Treasurer Robert Citron went sour. \textsuperscript{181} In an effort to increase municipal revenue, Citron, in conjunction with several large Wall Street investment banks, created an investment pool comprised of $7.5 billion of the County’s money and $14 billion of debt. \textsuperscript{182} The pool invested in securitized interest rate-based derivatives and assumed large amounts of leverage. \textsuperscript{183} In essence, the County borrowed large sums of money from a variety of eager Wall Street lenders and made enormous bets on the stability of national interest rates. \textsuperscript{184}

In order for this type of investment strategy to work, interest rates had to either remain stable or decline. \textsuperscript{185} But when the Federal Reserve began raising interest rates in February of 1994, the derivatives that formed the basis of the Orange County investment fund declined sharply in value. \textsuperscript{186} The County was also forced to borrow additional funds at a higher interest rate in order to meet its prior debt obligations and ended up paying more to borrow than it was making on its investments. \textsuperscript{187} What followed was a quick and painful inevitability, as the County defaulted on a payment to one of its lenders, creditors began seizing collateral and, after the Securities and Exchange Commission refused to stop the seizure, the County was forced to file for Chapter 9 protection. \textsuperscript{188}

In all, the tale of Orange County’s descent into economic oblivion was, in hindsight, an ominous and accurate preview of the sort of securitized derivatives that led to the current economic crisis. \textsuperscript{189} Much like Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns, the County made a series of risky bets on securitized derivatives and took on an enormous amount of leverage in order to do so. When those bets failed to pan out as the County had hoped, it was forced to file for bankruptcy. \textsuperscript{190} Despite the similarities between the
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\textsuperscript{187} \textit{See Today Orange County, supra} note 182.

\textsuperscript{188} \textit{See id.}

\textsuperscript{189} Orange County drew the attention of federal regulators at the time and there were inquiries into what type of regulation could prevent such disastrous outcomes in the future. \textit{See Floyd Norris, Orange County’s Bankruptcy: The Overview}, The New York Times, Dec. 8, 1994, http://www.nytimes.com/1994/12/08/business/orange-county-s-bankruptcy-the-overview-orange-county-crisis-jolts-bond-market.html. Then Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan stated that: “The trouble with legislation is that it is very likely in this type of market to become rapidly obsolete, and could very readily become counterproductive to the required flexibility that we need to address the types of problems that we are addressing.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{190} The County emerged from bankruptcy in 1996 following the confirmation of a plan that left creditors and the County itself in far better financial condition than originally thought. As part of its plan, the County sold $800 in new bonds to help pay its debts and, as a result, was able to pay vendors and other creditors one hundred cents on the dollar. \textit{See Shelby Grad, Creditors Apparently Buying Recovery Plan,}
Orange County collapse and the current economic crisis, most individual municipalities face a different set of challenges than those confronted by Orange County.\textsuperscript{191} Whereas Orange County was rendered insolvent by a series of bad investments that culminated in one colossal financial blow, cities like Hamstranck, Michigan and Framingham, Massachusetts face structural operating deficits caused by years of rising costs and a recent decline in revenue.\textsuperscript{192} Yet, the issue of what to do with expensive collective bargaining agreement obligations remains a key issue for any municipal debtor.

Prior to its bankruptcy filing, Orange County had entered into a series of Memoranda of Understandings with County employees outlining the terms of their employment (e.g. wages, hours, etc.).\textsuperscript{193} The County Board of Supervisors adopted the Memoranda and they became binding on the County as a result.\textsuperscript{194} Following the collapse of its investment pool, the County was faced with a projected shortfall of $172 million for 1995 and an even greater deficit for 1996.\textsuperscript{195} In the wake of its budget shortfall, the County Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution unilaterally suspending certain provisions of the Memoranda and began laying off a number of County workers.\textsuperscript{196} The coalitions representing these employees filed suit, seeking a temporary restraining order (“TRO”) against the County in an attempt to prevent it from implementing the layoffs and otherwise altering the terms of the Memoranda.\textsuperscript{197} The Bankruptcy Court for the Central District of California granted the TRO and ordered the parties to meet and negotiate.\textsuperscript{198} When negotiations stalled, the Bankruptcy Court was forced to decide whether the County had authority, under Bildisco, to unilaterally modify the terms of the memoranda prior to rejection.\textsuperscript{199}

\textsuperscript{191} One notable exception is Jefferson County, Alabama, which faces a pending fiscal crisis much like the one that drove Orange County into Chapter 9. See Braun, \textit{supra} note 8. On the advice of Wall Street investors, Jefferson County refinanced over $3 billion in outstanding debt and turned it from fixed to variable interest rates. See \textit{id}. The County then bought credit default swaps designed to hedge against a rise in interest rates. See \textit{id}. As with Orange County, the investments declined in value, interest rates rose and the government official in charge (in this case County Commission President Larry Langford) went to jail. See \textit{Timeline On Debt Crisis in Alabama’s Jefferson County}, Reuters, April 9, 2010, http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/04/09/us-usa-alabama-jeffersoncounty-factbox-idUSTRE63840201004090.
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\textsuperscript{196} See \textit{id}. at 179.
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The Bankruptcy Court in *Orange County* was forced to confront the conceptual gap created by *Bildisco*, Section 1113 and Section 901(a) of the Bankruptcy Code. *Bildisco* had allowed for the unilateral modification of collective bargaining agreements prior to rejection and created a standard governing the circumstances of rejection. By passing Section 1113, Congress rejected both of these holdings in the Chapter 11 context. But it had also failed to amend Section 901, the provision responsible for incorporating selected portions of the Bankruptcy Code into Chapter 9. Section 1113 was conspicuous in its absence from Section 901(a) and, thus, the ghost of *Bildisco* endured. The Bankruptcy Court in *Orange County* was forced to address the conceptual gap created by both the Supreme Court and Congress with respect to modification of a collective bargaining agreement by a municipal debtor prior to actual rejection.

In order to determine whether or not to grant the TRO, the Bankruptcy Court in *Orange County* had to address: (1) the likelihood of the coalition’s success on the merits; and (2) the existence of questions going to the merits and a balance of hardships on either party. In order to do so, the Bankruptcy Court had to determine what standard the County’s modification of the Memoranda would be assessed by, which required a determination of whether *Bildisco* applied in the Chapter 9 context despite the enactment of Section 1113. The Bankruptcy Court’s answer amounted to a “yes, but…”, as Bankruptcy Judge John E. Ryan held that while *Bildisco* did apply in the Chapter 9 context, it did not empower municipal debtors to unilaterally alter the terms of a collective bargaining agreement. In attempting to reconcile these two apparently contradictory propositions, the Bankruptcy Court relied on equitable principals and the apparent intention of Congress to allow some aspects of state law to govern in the Chapter 9 context.

The Bankruptcy Court began its discussion with a meticulous analysis of Section 1113 and its legislative history. “Section 1113 reflects Congressional displeasure with *Bildisco’s* holding that prior to rejection, a Chapter 11 debtor-in-possession can unilaterally modify a collective bargaining agreement.” The Bankruptcy Court noted that there “is no clear explanation why Congress excluded § 1113 from Chapter 9, [but] many believe that Congress was concerned about encroaching on state rights under the Tenth Amendment…”. In further hypothesizing on why Congress chose not to include Section 1113 in the enumerated sections of Section 901(a) (thereby making it applicable in Chapter 9 cases), the Bankruptcy Court stated that “Congress contemplated enacting a ‘§ 1113-like’ statute for Chapter 9.” The proposed section would have forced a Chapter 9 debtor to comply with its collective bargaining obligation, but never made it
into the 1994 Bankruptcy Code amendments passed into law. Based on this Congressional inaction, the Bankruptcy Court inferred that Bildisco did in fact control the modification and/or rejection of collective bargaining agreements in Chapter 9 cases, but in a modified manner. In doing so, the Bankruptcy Court broke new ground as, by Judge Ryan’s own admission: “…[N]o other court [had] addressed the implications of Bildisco in Chapter 9.”

Despite Bildisco’s clear holding that unilateral modification by a Chapter 11 debtor is permitted, the Bankruptcy Court in Orange County held that such modification was not permitted in the Chapter 9 context unless the debtor satisfied the applicable requirements of state law. In arriving at this conclusion, the Bankruptcy Court noted the “painstaking efforts [by Congress] to harmonize its legislation with state sovereignty,” and concluded that a debtor must comply with State law requirements for modification. In reaching this surprising conclusion, the Bankruptcy Court placed a great deal of emphasis on Section 903 and its generalized “Reservation of State power to control municipalities.” According to the Bankruptcy Court, the preservation of state sovereignty embodied by Section 903, combined with the inequity of allowing for unilateral modification in Chapter 9, required that the Bildisco allowance for unilateral modification of collective bargaining agreements prior to rejection be negated in the Chapter 9 context.

In distinguishing Bildisco with respect to its allowance for unilateral modification, the Bankruptcy Court emphasized the unique nature of Chapter 9. As a result, the County was required to satisfy a four part test created by California law prior to unilaterally modifying the Memoranda governing its labor obligations. Under the facts of the Orange County bankruptcy, the Bankruptcy Court concluded that the County would likely be unable to satisfy this standard and therefore granted the TRO against modifying the Memoranda. Perhaps sensing the tension between the decision and the holding in Bildisco, Judge Ryan stated: “I do not believe this result conflicts in principle with Bildisco.”

iii. Summarizing In Re County of Orange

The Orange County decision departs from one pillar of the Bildisco decision by not allowing a Chapter 9 debtor to unilaterally modify a collective bargaining agreement prior to court ordered rejection. In claiming that Bildisco applied in the Chapter 9 context
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but qualifying it in this manner, the Bankruptcy Court took an inconsistent position, further complicating the Chapter 9 collective bargaining issue. According to the Bankruptcy Court in *Orange County, Bildisco* lives, albeit in a somewhat altered form, in Chapter 9. Because of the case’s procedural posture, the Bankruptcy Court did not address whether actual rejection by Orange County would have been warranted under the *Bildisco* standard. This set the table for the *Vallejo* decision that addressed both the modification and rejection issues and departed from *Orange County* in several key respects.

C. In Re City of Vallejo

i. *The Facts and Procedural History*

The events leading up to the Chapter 9 filing of Vallejo, California are far more representative of the types of problems facing many municipalities today than those preceding the Orange County bankruptcy 14 years earlier. Faced with growing unemployment and high rates of home foreclosure, the City could no longer meet its financial obligations. At the time of bankruptcy, the City had 1,000 to 5,000 creditors, estimated assets of between $500 million and $1 billion and liabilities of approximately $100 million to $500 million. The City estimated that had it not filed for Chapter 9 protection, its general fund would have been depleted within a month. Upwards of three quarters of the City’s obligations were for public safety employee wages, benefits and pensions. The City’s largest unsecured creditor was the U.S. pension fund known as Calpers, which held a claim for $135.4 million in retiree health benefits and another for $83.0 million in unfunded pension plan benefits.

The City filed for bankruptcy on May 23, 2008 by a unanimous vote of the City Counsel. When asked to explain the decision, Council Woman Joanne Schivley gave what may soon be an increasingly common answer among local government officers: “We finally realized there are no other options. We were going to run out of cash come the end of June. It’s not a decision that any of us took pleasure in, but there are a lot of other cities that are probably going to be in the same boat shortly.” And in a candid statement that may foreshadow future actions by other local government officers across the country, Council Woman Schivley admitted that one thing the City hoped to accomplish by filing for Chapter 9 was to increase its leverage in the ongoing negotiations to adjust the City’s obligations with public employee unions.

On June 17th, 2008 the City filed its motion for rejection of four collective bargaining agreements with four public sector unions: The International Association of
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Firefighters ("IAFF"); The Vallejo Police Officers Association ("VPOA"); the Confidential Administrative Managerial and Professional Employees of Vallejo ("CAMP"); and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers ("IBEW"). Three of the four unions challenged the City's Chapter 9 eligibility and the Bankruptcy Court held that Vallejo was eligible to file for Chapter 9 because it was insolvent and had established the other necessary elements for eligibility. The Appellate Panel for the Ninth Circuit affirmed. With eligibility established, the unions were forced to challenge both the unilateral modification and potential rejection of the collective bargaining agreements on the merits.

Prior to the hearings on both issues, two of the original four unions (VPOA and CAMP) agreed to modifications in their collective bargaining agreements and were voluntarily dismissed from the City's case, leaving only the IAFF and IBEW. The IAFF challenged the City's modification and both unions challenged the City's motion for rejection. On March 2, 2009 the Bankruptcy Court issued an opinion on the issue of modification of the collective bargaining agreements by the City after filing its motion for rejection. On March 13, the Bankruptcy Court issued another opinion deciding the rejection issue itself.

In challenging the City's unilateral modifications, the IAFF requested relief from the automatic stay imposed by Section 362(a)(3) in order to file a grievance against the city in a non-bankruptcy forum. The goal of the potential grievance proceeding was to compel the City to meet certain staffing requirements, thereby forcing it to expend resources in the process. On March 2, 2009 the Bankruptcy Court denied the IAFF's request for relief, concluding that enforcement of the City's collective bargaining obligations would allow the IAFF to “exercise control over property of the estate” in direct violation of Section 362(a). In arguing for relief from the automatic stay, the IAFF relied heavily on Orange County, and with good reason. In addressing this precise issue of whether a Chapter 9 debtor may unilaterally modify a collective bargaining agreement, the Orange County Bankruptcy Court held that the debtor was required to satisfy the stringent requirements of California state labor law in order to do so.

In distinguishing Orange County, the Vallejo Bankruptcy Court relied on the fact that the City modified its agreements after filing its request for rejection of those same agreements, as opposed to Orange County which modified its agreements prior to moving
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for rejection. The Bankruptcy Court failed to extrapolate on this distinction and never explained why it required the application of federal bankruptcy standards, as opposed to the state labor law applied in Orange County. Instead, the Bankruptcy Court went on to hold that, under federal bankruptcy law, relief from the automatic stay was not warranted in this case. The Bankruptcy Court also deferred any decision on the rejection issue but provided a preview of how that issue would be decided by stating that “[m]odifying the automatic stay…makes little sense” because if “Bildisco fully [applied]…the collective bargaining agreement would not be enforceable unless and until the City accepted it.”

On March 13, 2009 the Bankruptcy Court held that Section 365 as interpreted by the Supreme Court in Bildisco controlled rejection, relying primarily on the supremacy of federal law, the need for uniformity in bankruptcy and the State’s broad authority to restrict municipal eligibility for Chapter 9. The Bankruptcy Court noted the importance of balancing the equally compelling interests of federal supremacy and state sovereignty, as required by Section 903. In striking this balance, the Bankruptcy Court noted that while the ultimate determination of whether or not a state’s municipalities were able to file for Chapter 9 was left to the state itself, Section 903 provided no basis for restricting the application of Chapter 9 provisions once filing was authorized by state law. As a result, so long as Chapter 9 filings were authorized by state law, federal bankruptcy law governed all issues that arose therein. As the Bankruptcy Court put it, “by authorizing the use of Chapter 9 by its municipalities, California must accept Chapter 9 in its totality; it cannot cherry pick what it likes while disregarding the rest.”

In supporting its decision, the Bankruptcy Court cited to the decision by Judge John E. Ryan from the Orange County bankruptcy. However, it was not the decision that dealt with the modification of collective bargaining agreements. Rather, the Bankruptcy Court cited to a subsequent decision by Judge Ryan that did not deal with collective bargaining at all. The Orange County decision cited in Vallejo in support of its argument that Section 365(a) trumped state labor law in the rejection context addressed the validity of a subsequent suit by Orange County against Merrill Lynch for its role in the forming of the County’s disastrous investment pool. The “cherry picking” language cited in Vallejo was put forth by Judge Ryan to address an issue of conflict
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between California law and Chapter 9 with respect to creditor priority. This decision had absolutely nothing to do with the rejection of collective bargaining agreements pursuant to Section 365(a). Moreover, the decision of the Vallejo Bankruptcy Court all but ignored and appears to be in conflict with Orange County, decision by Judge Ryan that actually did address collective bargaining agreements.

Orange County (which addressed the issue of unilateral modification of collective bargaining agreements and is discussed supra section IV(B)(ii)), held that state labor law did govern certain issues pertaining to collective bargaining agreements in Chapter 9. While Orange County addressed the specific issue of unilateral modification prior to rejection and Vallejo addressed the standards for actual rejection, both dealt with the overarching issue of applying state labor law in the Chapter 9 context. Yet, the Vallejo Bankruptcy Court made only a passing reference to Orange County, cited a largely irrelevant decision for its primary support and issued an opinion that conflicted with prior case law.

After determining that Bildisco governed the rejection of collective bargaining agreements, the Vallejo Bankruptcy Court postponed a ruling on whether the standard was met and ordered IBEW and the IAFF to engage in judicially supervised mediation with the City. In August, 2009 the IAFF agreed to rejection of its agreement and the Bankruptcy Court granted the City’s motion for rejection of the one remaining collective bargaining agreement with IBEW. IBEW then appealed the Bankruptcy Court ruling to the Eastern District of California, which had to decide: (1) whether Section 365(a) authorized the City to reject the collective bargaining agreement with IBEW; (2) whether California or federal law provided the standard by which the City may unilaterally modify and reject the collective bargaining agreement in Chapter 9; (3) whether Bildisco provided the appropriate standard to reject should federal law apply; and (4) whether the City appropriately modified the collective bargaining agreement prior to rejection.

ii. The Opinion

In addressing the authorization issue, the Easter District adopted a very similar position to that taken by the Bankruptcy Court below. The Eastern District noted that Section 365 is incorporated into Chapter 9 by Section 901(a) and, as a result, provided a viable means of rejection by a municipal debtor so long as that debtor is authorized to file for Chapter 9 bankruptcy by the State of California. While a state may impose certain pre-conditions to a municipality’s ability to file, California created no such conditions in passing California Government Code Section 53760 which, according to the Eastern District, “[was intended] to provide the broadest possible state authorization for
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municipal bankruptcy proceedings and thus provides the specific state law authorization for municipal bankruptcy filing required under federal law.\textsuperscript{262} While Section 53760 does qualify its authorization by instituting several specific exceptions, compliance with California labor law is not one of them.\textsuperscript{263} Therefore, the Eastern District concluded, both Chapter 9 and the California authorization statute supported the claim that the City of Vallejo was empowered to reject collective bargaining agreements in some circumstances.\textsuperscript{264}

Having acknowledged the authority to reject, the Eastern District went on to determine that federal law, pursuant to the Supremacy Clause,\textsuperscript{265} pre-empted state labor law and thus determined the standard by which a motion for rejection should be judged.\textsuperscript{266} In expanding on its position, the Eastern District again argued that if California had intended to apply state labor law in the bankruptcy context, it would have made compliance with state labor law a pre-requisite for state authorization under Section 53760.\textsuperscript{267} According to the Eastern District, Congress, in an attempt to ensure Chapter 9’s constitutional viability, delegated to the states the ultimate authority to determine if, when and under which circumstances a municipality would be allowed to file for bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{268} The Eastern District noted again that if the state of California had intended for state labor law to restrict a municipal debtor’s ability to reject collective bargaining agreements, it would have said so in its authorization statute.\textsuperscript{269} Its failure to do so led the Eastern District to conclude that federal bankruptcy law pre-empted existing state labor law in the Chapter 9 context and thus Section 365(a) governed the standards of rejection.\textsuperscript{270}

In adopting a standard for rejection, the Eastern District in Vallejo was faced with the same legislative gap confronted by the Bankruptcy Court in Orange County 14 years earlier. Following the overruling of Bildisco by Section 1113 in the Chapter 11 context, did the Bildisco standard still govern rejection in Chapter 9 bankruptcies? The Eastern District, in adopting the same rationale as the Bankruptcy Court in Orange County, answered in the affirmative.\textsuperscript{271} The Eastern District argued that because Section 1113 was not integrated into Chapter 9 by Section 901(a) at the time of its enactment or when it was later amended (perhaps out of concern for encroaching on states’ 10\textsuperscript{th} Amendment rights) that Congress never intended it to apply in Chapter 9 cases.\textsuperscript{272} As a result, Bildisco still governed the rejection of collective bargaining agreements by Chapter 9 debtors.\textsuperscript{273} The Eastern District outlined the Bildisco framework: (1) did the IBEW collective bargaining agreement constitute a burden on the City; (2) did the balance of equities favor rejection; (3) had the city negotiated reasonably with IBEW prior to
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rejection. The standard of review of the Bankruptcy Court’s determination that the Bildisco factors were met and rejection was warranted was clearly erroneous. By this standard, the Eastern District affirmed the Bankruptcy Court’s granting of the City’s motion for rejection.

In finding that the IBEW collective bargaining agreement did burden the City’s ability to reorganize, the Eastern District held that it was proper for the Bankruptcy Court to inquire into the burden on the City’s general fund, as opposed to the burden on the City’s finances overall. The Eastern District found that because the City was unable to divert revenue from sources other than the general fund to meet its collective bargaining obligations to IBEW, it was unnecessary to inquire as to the effect of the IBEW agreement on such other sources. Despite an erroneous interpretation of a provision in the IBEW collective bargaining agreement dealing with longevity pay by the Bankruptcy Court, the Eastern District affirmed the Bankruptcy Court’s ruling on this first prong of Bildisco. In doing so, the Eastern District acknowledged the existence of countervailing evidence, but relied principally on the clearly erroneous standard of review and held that it could not overturn the Bankruptcy Court determination on the evidence before it.

In affirming the Bankruptcy Court on the equities prong of Bildisco, the Eastern District acknowledged evidence of plunging municipal revenue, increasing labor expenses and the equal treatment of IBEW relative to other municipal constituencies considered by the Bankruptcy Court and affirmed its decision with respect to the second prong of Bildisco. “There was little, if anything left for the City to cut apart from its labor expenses…further reductions in the funding of services threatened the City’s ability to provide for the basic health and safety of its residents…”

Finally, in just one paragraph of its opinion, the Eastern District found that the City had reasonably negotiated with IBEW by entering into court ordered mediation. It affirmed the Bankruptcy Court ruling that the City had satisfied the third and final prong of Bildisco.

Despite identifying Vallejo’s unilateral modification of the IBEW collective bargaining agreement as an issue on appeal, the Eastern District summarily refused to address it, finding that it was waived by the unions without further explanation.
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As a result of its Chapter 9 filing and subsequent motion for rejection, the City of Vallejo obtained the leverage over the public sector employees Council Woman Joan Schivley hoped it would. Three of the four unions representing the employees agreed to either modification of the collective bargaining agreements (VPOA and CAMP) or outright rejection (IAFF). IBEW, the one union that maintained its opposition throughout, had its collective bargaining agreement rejected as well, albeit involuntarily. In the end, all four unions were forced to accept some modification of their rights under the collective bargaining agreement and this was a direct result of the City’s decision to file for Chapter 9 and the interpretation of both state and federal law by the Bankruptcy and Eastern District Courts.

One cannot read both Orange County and Vallejo without noticing the conceptual inconsistency between them. An argument could be made that the two cases presented different questions of law. Orange County dealt with the propriety of unilateral modification by a municipal debtor prior to moving to reject and Vallejo dealt with modification after moving to reject as well as the proper law and standards governing actual rejection. This is, however, a rather weak distinction. Both cases presented issues pertaining to modification and/or rejection of collective bargaining agreements by a municipal debtor in bankruptcy. The opinions in both cases struggled with the issue of whether to apply state labor law or federal bankruptcy law and, in the end, how this issue was decided determined the fate of all involved.

The Bankruptcy Court in Orange County applied state labor law standards to Orange County’s attempt to modify the collective bargaining agreement unilaterally and the union succeeded in enjoining such modifications. In contrast, the Bankruptcy Court and Eastern District in Vallejo applied federal bankruptcy law as interpreted in Bildisco and, as a result, the City was able to reject or renegotiate all four of its collective bargaining agreements. All three Vallejo decisions struggle to avoid confronting the inconsistency of these two outcomes. The Bankruptcy Court made a passing and ultimately misleading reference to the Orange County decision that actually dealt with collective bargaining, and ultimately relied on another, far less relevant, Orange County decision. For its part, the Eastern District acknowledged the issue of unilateral
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modification by the City (the exact issue decided by the Bankruptcy Court in Orange County293) at the start of its opinion but never actually addressed it.294

All of these cases combine to create a cloud of uncertainty over the issues of modification and rejection of collective bargaining agreements in Chapter 9. The Eastern District in Vallejo opened the door to states making compliance with their own labor law a pre-condition for granting municipalities the authority to file for Chapter 9 protection.295 However, none of the states with statutes specifically authorizing their municipalities to file for Chapter 9 have included such a condition.296 As a result, Bankruptcy Courts around the country may be forced to confront the inconsistencies in the Bildisco, Orange County and Vallejo decisions.

In applying the law as interpreted in these cases, a court would have to: (i) allow for rejection of collective bargaining agreements pursuant to Section 365(a) and not Section 1113 (in accordance with Bildisco and Orange County); (ii) apply the federal standard as articulated in Bildisco to the issue of whether or not rejection is warranted (in accordance with Vallejo); (iii) apply federal law to the modification of collective bargaining agreements made after the motion for rejection (in accordance with Vallejo); (iv) but apply state labor law standards to any modification made prior to the motion for rejection (in accordance with Orange County); (v) and also deny any federal labor claims against the debtor on the basis of such modification (in accordance with Bildisco). If a municipal debtor can secure a judgment allowing rejection, its labor costs can be reduced dramatically and the employee unions would be left with only an unsecured claim for damages.297 In all, as of the Eastern District’s most recent opinion in Vallejo, the law in this area of modification and rejection is still debtor-friendly and creates an incentive for municipalities to seriously consider Chapter 9 as a solution to their financial woes.

V. The Impact of the Collective Bargaining Decisions

All of the inconsistencies in the collective bargaining decisions are a product of the courts attempting to walk the tightrope between state sovereignty and effective reorganization that Chapter 9 itself attempts to walk. Difficult cases make bad law and there may be no more difficult issue in all of Chapter 9 than deciding when, how and pursuant to what law a municipal debtor is allowed to modify and/or reject collective bargaining agreements with public sector employees. Moreover, this struggle is no longer limited to the courts. The issue of how to deal with the municipal debt crisis looms large in the current national policy debate. The role of collective bargaining agreements and public sector unions has been thrust to the forefront of that debate by the recent events in Wisconsin.298
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Understanding the mechanics and application of both federal and state law in the Chapter 9 context has become far more important. The interpretation and application of law created by Chapter 9, Bildisco, Orange County and Vallejo could have an impact on the national debate and could factor into policy decisions at the federal, state and local level.

A. The Impact of the Collective Bargaining Decisions at the Federal Level

Recent government intervention in the private sector has generated an enormous amount of debate and controversy both in Washington D.C. and elsewhere. The series of so called “bailouts” of the banking sector and automotive industry have made the debate over such intervention contentious and turned the issue of similar intervention in other industries into a political third rail. The issue has surfaced again recently, this time in the context of the state debt crisis. A number of lawmakers have railed against even the possibility of a federal bailout for the states. In the course of this debate, expanding Chapter 9 to allow states to file for bankruptcy has been put forth as an alternative to the highly controversial “bailout” option.

A potential state bankruptcy bill has a number of high-profile supporters including former Speaker of the House and potential 2012 Republican presidential candidate, Newt Gingrich and former Florida Governor Jeb Bush. Such a bill is also being seriously considered by some legislators on Capitol Hill. While such a bill could present a series of constitutional issues similar to those raised the Supreme Court in Bekins, some
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commentators believe that they could be avoided if the law were properly crafted.\textsuperscript{306} Adjustment of state obligations in bankruptcy could potentially violate the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment\textsuperscript{307} or principles of state sovereignty embodied in the Tenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{308} However, University of Pennsylvania Professor of Law David Skeel argues that a Takings Clause violation is unlikely because the obligations terminated would be unlikely to be interpreted as property rights and a Tenth Amendment Violation can be avoided by leaving ultimate authority to the states in deciding whether or not to file.\textsuperscript{309}

Whatever the likelihood or constitutional viability of a state bankruptcy bill, the mere fact that one is being debated has been enough to provoke staunch opposition from labor leaders.\textsuperscript{310} The primary reason for such opposition is the prospect of wide-spread modification and/or rejection of collective bargaining agreements on a far greater scale than is currently possible under Chapter 9. A state bankruptcy bill would be likely to include or incorporate most if not all of the current Chapter 9 provisions including Section 365(a) and, by extension, all of the case law that comes with it (i.e. \textit{Bildisco}, \textit{Orange County} and \textit{Vallejo}). In fact, the potential ability of states to renegotiate their collective bargaining obligations with public sector unions free from the constraints of union-friendly state labor law seems to be one of if not the primary factor driving the arguments of state bankruptcy supporters.\textsuperscript{311} Professor Skeel himself argues that “state bankruptcy could even permit a restructuring of the Cadillac pension benefits that states have promised to public employees...[that are] often vested under state law and...protected by the state constitution.”\textsuperscript{312}

This line of argument rests on the supposition that federal bankruptcy law actually governs the modification and rejection of collective bargaining agreements, the primary issue in \textit{Bildisco}, \textit{Orange County} and \textit{Vallejo}. A state bankruptcy bill could significantly augment the impact of these decisions. With more collective bargaining agreements subject to modification and in the cross-hairs of Section 365(a)’s rejection power, the mechanics of applying that law become even more important. When, how and pursuant to what law collective bargaining agreements could be modified or rejected by states would be a critical issue in the application of a state bankruptcy bill and in the path to solvency for a number of state governments.

\textbf{B. The Impact of the Collective Bargaining Decisions at the State Level}

One of the primary reasons the \textit{Bildisco}, \textit{Orange County}, \textit{Vallejo} line of cases is so important is that they impose a more debtor-friendly set of federal laws and eschew more union-friendly state laws. However, the landscape of state and local labor law may be
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undergoing a series of dramatic changes. While national attention has been focused on the debate in Wisconsin over the stripping of collective bargaining rights for some public sector unions, as many as seventeen other states have begun considering similar bills.

Bills like the one passed in Wisconsin and being considered in other states across the country may be the beginning of a broader movement to nullify existing collective bargaining agreements with public sector workers. If mitigating the influence of unions and the effect of collective bargaining agreements becomes the new imperative for state governments, the notion of authorizing municipal bankruptcy in accordance with Section 109(c)(2) (a once politically untenable position) may be the next logical step. More states could join those that already have specific authorization statutes. Indiana, for example, is already considering just such a bill that already has the support of Governor Mitch Daniels.

Should more states follow Indiana’s lead and authorize municipal bankruptcy, the application of Section 365(a) in the rejection of collective bargaining agreements would become even more significant and the decisions in Bildisco, Orange County and Vallejo would become even more influential.

C. The Impact of the Collective Bargaining Decisions at the Municipal Level

The events in Wisconsin have politicized the debate over the pending (and in some cases ongoing) municipal debt crisis. Politicization has lead to polarization with pro-labor (largely Democratic) forces lining up in support of collective bargaining agreements and pro-business (largely Republican) moving to support bills like the one passed in Wisconsin. While this debate rages, municipalities are still in the process of confronting enormous budget deficits and many will be forced to deal with them, long before the dust settles on the national debate.

Many local governments across the country are suffering from the same simple, but devastating problem: growing costs and declining revenue. Structural operating deficits like the one that forced the City of Vallejo into Chapter 9 bankruptcy are forcing municipal governments across the country to make unimaginably difficult choices in a desperate attempt to avoid the same fate. However, the severity of this problem does vary. Some municipalities, like Framingham, have serious budgetary problems to deal
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with, but are taking steps toward avoiding an all-out collapse of local government.\footnote{See Murphy, supra note 60.} Others, like Hamstranck, have already been forced to discontinue several key public services and are forced to rely on state financial and logistical support to avoid leaving their citizens without the most basic services like public safety and sanitation.\footnote{See Davey, supra note 14.} The City of Newark, New Jersey falls somewhere along this continuum.

Faced with a $100 million budget deficit, Newark was forced to make the kinds of difficult choices facing many municipalities across the country.\footnote{See David Giambusso, Newark $100M Budget Deficit Forces Doubling of Employee Furloughs, The Star-Ledger, June 3, 2010, http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2010/06/newark_employees_furlough_mayo.html.} The scope of Newark’s budgetary problems and the drastic measures taken by Mayor Cory Booker and the City Council to avoid financial collapse were chronicled in the documentary television series \textit{Brick City}.\footnote{Id.} In the Season Two finale, Mayor Booker is shown striking items from the city budget, line by line, in an attempt to avoid widespread layoffs of public employees.\footnote{Id.} In acknowledging the severity of the deficit, Mayor Booker at one point states candidly that if cuts are not made, municipal bankruptcy is the only option.\footnote{Id.} In the end, the City was forced to lay off hundreds of public employees.\footnote{See David Diambusso, After Hundreds of Layoffs, Former Newark Public Employees are Left to Ponder Future, The Star-Ledger, Dec. 4, 2010, http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2010/12/400_newark_city_employees_look.html.} Mayor Booker, like countless other local representatives, has received no shortage of grief from his constituents for making these types of hard choices.\footnote{See David Giambusso, Protestors Block Newark Traffic, Criticize Mayor Booker’s Plan to Lay off 230 Sanitation Workers, The Star-Ledger, Aug. 11, 2010, http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2010/08/protestors_block_traffic_criti.html.}

If the financial conditions of local governments do not improve, there will be more hard choices like those made by Mayor Booker facing a growing number of local government officials. Faced with a plethora of unpalatable choices, Chapter 9 bankruptcy could prove to be the most appealing of the bunch. Moving forward, local governments, like the one in Newark, may decide that filing for Chapter 9 in an attempt to adjust collective bargaining obligations and mitigate the potential for public-worker layoffs is the best decision for their budgets and their constituents. If they do, the decisions in \textit{Bildisco, Orange County} and \textit{Vallejo} will loom large.

VI. Conclusion

From Hamstranck, to Framingham, to Newark, the option of filing for municipal bankruptcy is more likely than ever before. The City of Vallejo may end up being remembered as the first domino to fall, instead of a historical outlier. The prospect of modifying and/or rejecting collective bargaining agreements to reduce salary, benefit and pension commitments to public sector workers is a powerful incentive for municipalities to file for Chapter 9. The current interpretation of Sections 901, 365(a) and 1113 by the
courts in *Bildisco, Orange County* and *Vallejo* make unilateral modification possible and lower the bar for outright municipal rejection of collective bargaining agreements. If the approach taken in *Vallejo* is widely adopted by other Bankruptcy Courts, the scope of impact for this interpretation will broaden and more local governments may ultimately decide to take the opportunity to modify and/or reject collective bargaining agreements with public sector employees.